Case study
Air filtration at
a leading airport

Leadership in Filtration

Case study: airport
Energy savings take off
MANN+HUMMEL had previously worked with the
on-site FM contractor to optimize the air filter system
at another location. They asked us to help again.
PROBLEM
High energy consumption and on-site workload

SITE
Leading international airport

OUTCOME
Energy demand cut 28%, workload down 85% and total cost lowered 37%.

After achieving energy reductions through
air filter optimisation in projects at other
locations, the on-site FM contractor asked
MANN+HUMMEL to conduct a study to
determine what filter arrangement would
combine the optimum level of air quality
with the lowest operating costs at this
leading international airport.
Security is a major consideration when
operating in airports. Minimizing the volume
of products that go through the security
screening process is crucial to reduce costs
and the risk of delays.
The terminal building’s new air handling
units were originally commissioned with
conventional glass fibre panel prefilters
followed by M6 bag filters. With our
patented eco16 filter management system,
we ascertained that M6 filtration would
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be inadequate to provide the degree of
protection that is recommended by the
World Health Organisation. This level of
filtration was also insufficient to keep HVAC
equipment and ducting clean through
extended periods.
F7 filters remove approximately three times
as much PM10 dust contaminant than the
equivalent M6 product.
With local dust concentrations of 40 μg/m3,
the effect of this change of filter efficiency
has been to reduce PM10 to 6 μg/m3 from
the 22 μg/m3 that was bypassing the M6
filters.
The selection of low-energy Revo II filters
also allowed us to convert a traditional two
stage filter system to a single stage system
by removing the independent pre-filters.

RESULTS
As a result of these changes, the average pressure drop
for the filters over their projected service life decreased
from 350 Pa to 250 Pa. With almost 1,000 filters on site,
the impact on energy demand was huge — the projected
energy cost of £335,000 was reduced to just over
£200,000. This meant the overall life cycle cost for a 12
month period was cut from £400,000 to £235,000.
Removing the prefilter stage meant that around 2,500
fewer filters were installed and removed to waste each
year – a significant saving in on-site logistics and labour.

From two to one
Filter optimization results
Two-stage filter system
Number of filters

Single-stage Revo II

3968

992

Air flow/filter (m /s)

0.94

0.94

Total air flow (m3/s)

932.5

932.5

Initial pressure drop (Pa)

120

70

Final pressure drop (Pa)

375

225
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Average pressure drop (Pa)
Service time (hours)
Fan efficiency (%)

248

147.5

7,300

7,300

0.5

0.5

Energy demand (kWh)

3,369,516

2,008,096

CO2 emissions (kg)

1,768,996

1,054,250

£0.10

£0.10

Cost/kWh
Energy cost
Prefilter cost
Prefilter changes per year

£336,952
£3.00

£200,810
—
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0

£8.20

£0.00

Annual prefilter cost

£33,331.20

£0.00

Secondary filter cost

£20.00

£40.00

Labor and disposal cost per filter

Secondary filter changes per year
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Labour and disposal cost per filter

£8.20

Annual secondary filter cost

£27,974

0.75
£8.20
£35,861

Total filter cost per year

£61,306

£35,861

Total filter lifecycle cost

£398,258

£236,671
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